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Let’s address each OG subject 
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The purpose of OG1 is to create a framework to develop robot controllers for specifc 
robot applications. 
With the framework, a robot controller developer will be able to complement his 
specific robot control application software with standard 
- Failure Detection Insulation and Recovery (FDIR) means. 
- Command and telemetry access 
- Data types commonly used in robotics 
- Ability to interact across multiple tasks and run states 
- Access to hardware, file system, physical communication  
All this maintaining the highest Reliability Availability Maintainability and Safety 
quality required by space applications. 
OG1 will also need to respect the fact that space hardware varies depending on the 
vendor chosen. 
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1. <Time+0s>The Autonomy Framework sits at the heart of the robotic system and is responsible for 
making decisions and the necessary planning to execute those decisions in alignment with mission 
objectives and goals, and also the robot’s onboard resources and status. It interfaces directly with 
the Inspection Sensor Suite and the Common Data Fusion Framework, and relies upon the 
software language of the RCOS. 

2. <Time+15s>The AF will adopt a three-tiered hierarchical architecture: functional, executive, and 
deliberative layers. 

3. <Time+20s>The Functional Layer controls all onboard capabilities of the robotic system. It 
comprises an object-oriented hierarchy capturing the granularity of the system, where individual 
objects represent the equipment, systems and instrumentation responsible for robotic capabilities 
such as movement, sensing, manipulation, and all other controllable functions.  

4. <Time+40s>The functional layer is therefore responsible for the following functions: 
5. <Time+45s>The Executive Layer is the interface between the other two layers: it receives the 

plans from the deliberative layer in the form of task trees, or sequences of actions to be 
completed. It does not possess any planning ability itself – it’s purely reactive, but coordinates and 
controls the tasks to be undertaken by the functional layer. 

6. <Time+60s>The Executive Layer has the following functions: 
7. <Time+65s>The Deliberative or decision layer takes decisions based upon input from the sensors, 

fused by the data fusion framework, in alignment with mission goals and objectives – it’s 
therefore event and goal-driven. It may also be discriminatory, asking particular sensors for 
particular slices of information in order to best formulate its decisions and tasks to be undertaken. 

8. <Time+80s>The Deliberative Layer has the following functions. 
9. <Time+90s>The diagram shows the flow of information inside the Autonomy Framework, and also 

the interface points between the Autonomy Framework and the other Operational Grants.  
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1. [time +0s] This OG satisfies the needs of perception and localisation for both 
planetary exploration and orbital systems. Data fusion is necessary to achieve a 
satisfactory level of performance and robustness than no single sensor would be 
able to provide.  

2. [time +15s] This OG shall consist in developing a software framework designed for 
embedded systems and implementing data fusion techniques for various sensors. 

3. [time +20s] Beyond performance and robustness, data fusion will allow to acquire 
a global knowledge of the environment 

4. [time +25s] The inputs will come from the different sensors involved in the 
perception process. The processing of these data through the CDFF shall result in 
the vehicle’s localisation state and models of the environment. 

5. [time +35s] The common data fusion framework (CDFF) to be developed includes 
the functionalities of Perception and Navigation applicable to robotic systems in 
both Orbital and Planetary tracks.  

6. [time +45s] The Perception (including fusion) functionalities are the following : 

7. [time +60s] The Navigation (including fusion) functionalities are the following : 

8. [time +70s] In the Orbital track, the targeted applications are : rendezvous, 
inspection, capture /docking and satellite servicing. The information produced by 
the CDFF is required for situation assessment, motion planning and motion 
control. The CDFF main tasks consist in : 
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9. [time +85s] For Planetary scenarios, the CDFF targets autonomous science, long 
range traverse and rendezvous with other(s) planetary asset(s). Its main tasks 
include : 
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1. <Time+0s>The Inspection Sensor Suite sums up the senses of the robotic system. It 
consists in a set of perception sensors collecting data in order to: 
          - detect and identify objects in the operational environment,  
          - define position and attitude of the autonomous vehicle while moving in space 
or on a planetary surface  
          - reconstruct the environment geometry and build maps 
          - gather further information (e.g. appearance, color, temperature) in order to 
characterize the environment around the vehicle. 
2. <Time+40s> The sensor suite is composed of two types of sensors: the 
proprioceptive sensors are responsible for measuring the vehicle position, attitude 
and dynamics while an inspection task is executed. The exteroceptive sensors are 
used to investigate and thus acknowledge the operational environment. 
3. <Time+60s> The row data are pre-processed and sent, through the software 
language of the Robot Control Operating System (RCOS), to the common data fusion 
framework. 
4. <Time+70s> The common data fusion framework, upon a specific request, provides 
the autonomy level with data, through RCOS. 

5. <Time+80s> The Proprioceptive sensors can interface directly with the autonomy 
level. 

6. <Time+85s> The same autonomy level can send a request directly to the Inspection 
Sensor Suite while the response is returned through the common data fusion  
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framework. 
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1. [time +0s] The driver for this OG is the desire for a standardised form of an 
interface allowing the coupling of spacecraft modules. A standard interface in this 
context is defined as a combination of devices that allow to couple active payload 
modules (APM) to a manipulator, among themselves and to spacecraft. It shall 
allow transferring of mechanical loads, electrical signals and data as well as 
thermal flux between the coupled modules.  

2. [time +12s] APMs are containers with integrated subsystem or payload 
components, which can be used to fulfil a certain task. Additionally a servicing 
robot can “communicate” with module attached through its manipulator due to 
the data transfer capability of the interface. 

3. [time +25s] The standard interface may be realised in an integrated form (where 
mechanical, thermal, electrical, data connections are combined) or a separated 
form. In any case, the standard interface shall allow building up large clusters of 
modules. The interfaces for modular compatible spacecraft for this OG should be 
designed to a few specific criteria, in order to use it for various applications in 
space, as listed on this slide. 

4. [time +35s] By assembling clusters of modules of different functions is possible to 
realise highly modular spacecraft. 

5. [time +38s] A standardisation of the interface and spacecraft elements (modules) 
is necessary to increase the capacity and capability of robotics usage in space, as 
used in manufacturing. Modularity will extend the usability and maintainability of  
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spacecraft. This OG asks for the development of a suitable design of interface, 
test modules and proper end-effector for a robotic manipulator. 

6. [time +50s] The interfaces for modular compatible spacecraft for this OG should 
be designed to a few specific criteria, in order to use it for various applications in 
space, as listed on this slide 

7. [time +60s] While there are some general functionalities that the modular 
interfaces will be expected to demonstrate, there are also expected 
functionalities specific to the type of transfer that will be enabled: mechanical, 
electrical, data and thermal. 

8. [time +70s] The proposed interface design must cover all functionalities. 
However, if it is technically not possible to meet all requirements, a compromised 
solution must be found. 
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